the ethnic; its hollows and voids are occupied by bodies that replicate internally the external conditions of political and social struggles.
Techniques of spatial occupation, of territorial mapping, of invasion and surveillance are seen as the instruments that define enclosures, the range of social and individual control. I explicitly raise the issue of our invisible boundanes, which are implicit in our everyday social and psychological interaction in society.
"Room" is a generic term for a space that is perceived to be closed. Typically thiis spatial enclosure is considered an isolated setting, a separate space within four walls. As a habitable, private container, a room is a dwelling place directly associated with the occupant. In particular, a private room becomes not only the mythical point of origin, but also a Utopian projection, demanding the preservation of individual privacy. Thus, the private setting becomes an instrument for the occupants to define their spatial and psychological boundaries.
"A Room in the Room" is a temporary site-specific installation in which I con- During the performance of social interaction in the room, the first realization was the difficulty of living in a confined space, as I was constantly aware of the boundaries. Although visually the boundaries were not intrusive, they were physically apparent as they forced changes in my behavior. Physical movements were restrained, and basic tasks became limited. The new boundaries imposed on the space forced me to re-learn my patterns of spatial navigation. The walls limited the interaction between the visitors and myself, yet observation was possible. They found themselves not only spectators but also objects on display. Most visitors left after spending less than fifteen minutes. be longing j a e -c ho I lee The project raises the issue of our transparent boundaries, which are implicit in everyday social interaction. In the spatial politics between the public and private realm, both aesthetics and ethics have fused into forms of art that do not agree with practical and social compartmentalization. Reconstructions inside of our transparent boundaries result from an individual narrative and become both the experimental work of art and the existential inquiry that can generate further development. Since 1997, I have been in the process of redefining the relationship between the inside and the outside of my private room. Through analyzing the character of the room, I consolidated the displacements of the spaces and the dislocations of the psycho-spatial relations.
"A Room in a Room" has been taken down, but the boundaries still exist, as our private lives remain exposed within the social landscape.
